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Abstract
Background: Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a progressive and painful disease of the extremities that is characterized by continuous pain inconsistent with the initial trauma. CRPS is caused by a multi-mechanism process that involves both the peripheral and central nervous system, with a prominent role of inflammation in CRPS pathophysiology. This review examines what is currently known about the CRPS inflammatory and pain mechanisms, as well as the possible impact of neurostimulation therapies on the neuroimmune axis of CRPS.

Study design: A narrative review of preclinical and clinical studies provided an overview of the pain and inflammatory mechanisms in CRPS and addressed the effect of neurostimulation on immunomodulation.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted based on the PRISMA guidelines between September 2015 to September 2020. Data sources included relevant literature identified through searches of PubMed, Embase and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.

Results: Sixteen preclinical and eight clinical studies were reviewed. Preclinical studies identified different mechanisms of pain development in the acute and chronic CRPS phases. Several preclinical and clinical studies investigating inflammatory mechanisms, autoimmunity, and genetic profiles in CRPS, supported a role of neuroinflammation in the pathophysiology of CRPS. The immunomodulatory effects of neurostimulation therapy is still unclear, despite clinical improvement in the CRPS patients.

Conclusions: Increasing evidence supports a role for inflammation and neuroinflammation in CRPS pathophysiology. Preliminary neurostimulation findings, together with the role of (neuro)inflammation in CRPS, seems to provide a compelling rationale for its use in CRPS pain treatment. The possible immunomodulatory effects of neurostimulation opens new therapeutic possibilities, however further research is needed to gain a better understanding of the working mechanisms.
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Introduction
Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a progressive and painful disease of the extremities that can develop as a result of trauma (e.g. soft tissue trauma, fracture) or surgery, although spontaneous onset has also been described in 3–11% of cases.1–4 The presence of autonomic dysfunction, persistent regional inflammatory changes, and a lack of dermatomal distribution makes it distinct from other pain syndromes.4 The disease is characterized by continuous pain that is inconsistent with the initial trauma, and if left untreated or inadequately treated, the disease progression can severely limit the patient’s quality of life.5,6 The incidence rate of CRPS varies between 5.46 to 26.2 per 1,00,000
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person-years with a prevalence of 10.57 per 1,00,000, and women are reported to be more affected than men.\(^1,2\) Ott et al. reported a higher prevalence in women 71% vs 29% in males in a population of 1043 patients with CRPS. They also reported that CRPS has a higher propensity to affect the upper extremity (70% of patients), with CRPS I occurring in 88% of patients versus 12% in CRPS II.\(^7\)

Kim et al. reported that the incidence of CRPS in Korea was 29.0 per 1,00,000 person years in 2015 with an increasing trend, which correlated with patient age in the 70’s and female sex, and the majority (63%) being CRPS I compared with 37% CRPS II.\(^8\)

The pathophysiology of CRPS is not completely understood, however, recently it has been agreed that CRPS is caused by a multifactorial process that involves both the peripheral and central nervous system.\(^9,10\) Several pathophysiology mechanisms are involved in the development of CRPS, such as inflammation, peripheral and central sensitization, circulating catecholamines, altered sympathetic nervous system and cutaneous innervation, brain plasticity, genetic factors, and psychologic factors which makes treatment extremely challenging.\(^11,12\) It is currently unclear how all of these mechanisms interact in the development of CRPS, however, it appears as if inflammation has a cardinal role.\(^13\)

Conventional treatment for CRPS includes physiotherapy and pharmacological treatment with a variety of drugs (corticosteroids, pain medication, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, sympathetic block), however many patients fail to experience clinically meaningful pain relief from these treatments alone.\(^14-19\)

Furthermore, chronic CRPS patients who experience drug resistance, loss of treatment efficacy or those who become resistant to drug therapy may be treated with specialized immunomodulatory medication (anti-TNF-alpha or immunoglobulins)\(^20,21\) or with neuromodulation treatment strategies.

Conventional spinal cord stimulation (SCS) has shown strong evidence for the treatment of chronic pain disorders as well as for CRPS, whereas newer waveforms and novel ultra-high frequencies may provide an even greater likelihood of pain relief.\(^22\) Comparably, moderate-level evidence supports dorsal root ganglion stimulation (DRGS), which represents an anatomically targeted approach for the treatment of neuropathic pain conditions and CRPS.\(^23\)

Some studies have even reported superiority of DRGS over conventional SCS in a variety of pain disorders.\(^24-28\) Although these neuromodulation therapies have shown strong evidence of pain relief in chronic pain and CRPS, the precise mechanisms of these treatment modalities are poorly understood.\(^29-32\)

Possible relationships between neurostimulation pain therapies, its effect on the immune system and the inflammatory component of CRPS, still remain relatively unexplored in preclinical and clinical studies.

Therefore, the aim of this narrative review was to provide a current overview of the pain and inflammatory mechanisms in CRPS, identified in both preclinical and clinical CRPS studies, and to assess the effect of neurostimulation on immunomodulation.

**Methods**

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

A systematic literature search was conducted based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines\(^33\) to select appropriate literature for this narrative review. On 14 September 2020, a comprehensive literature search was conducted to generate a list of study abstracts for screening. The search included the electronic databases PubMed/MEDLINE, Embase, and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Titles and abstracts of publications in the aforementioned databases were searched for the following terms: “complex regional pain syndrome”, “CRPS”, “immune”, “immunomodulation”, “neuroimmune”, “inflammation”, “dorsal root ganglion”, “DRG”, “spinal cord stimulation”, “SCS”, “neuromodulation”, “chronic pain”, and “neuropathic pain”. The literature search encompassed 01 September 2015 to 01 September 2020, which the authors believed would provide a sufficient overview of the current literature.

**Study eligibility and inclusion criteria**

Both animal and human CRPS studies, who investigated pain and inflammatory mechanisms of the disease and/or who identified biomarkers in response to the therapeutic intervention of SCS or DRG stimulation, were included. Studies were excluded if they were not published in a peer-reviewed journal or book and if not available in English. Conference abstracts, presentations and posters were also excluded. A reviewer worked independently to identify original studies eligible for further review by screening abstracts and titles. If a study was determined to be relevant, the full-text manuscript was obtained and reviewed.

**Complex regional pain syndrome**

**Subtypes and phenotypes**

CRPS has been divided into two clinical subtypes, type I and II. CRPS type II develops after major nerve damage, whereas patients with no demonstrable nerve lesion is classified as CRPS type I.\(^5,34\) The latter
subtype is more common than the former.\textsuperscript{5} Despite these different subtypes, patients seem not to differ in clinical symptoms and signs, nor in their response to therapy.\textsuperscript{9} Moreover, a recent study suggested two further subtypes based on the observed signs and symptoms portrayed by patients: ‘warm’ CRPS and ‘cold’ CRPS.\textsuperscript{35} The warm subtype is characterized with a more inflammatory phenotype with a warm, red, edematous, and sweaty extremity, whereas the cold subtype is associated with colder temperatures, blue or pale skin, and a less edematous extremity.

Pathophysiology

The pathophysiology of CRPS is still controversial, however recently there has been an agreement that CRPS is caused by a multifactorial process that involves both the peripheral and central nervous system.\textsuperscript{9} Several mechanisms have been implicated in the development of CRPS, namely: inflammation, altered cutaneous innervation, sympathetic nervous system, changes in circulating catecholamines, autoimmunity, brain plasticity, genetic effects and psychological influences.\textsuperscript{13,36} Nonetheless, it is not yet clear how and to what extent these mechanisms cause and maintain CRPS.

Most commonly, after initial peripheral limb trauma, a person can experience signs of inflammation, such as heat, pain, redness and swelling.\textsuperscript{37} This inflammatory response is a normal, post-traumatic physiological response. However, in CRPS patients, this inflammation process is exaggerated and primary afferent sensory neurons release increased amounts of neuropeptides.\textsuperscript{34,38,39} This increased release of neuropeptides (calcitonin gene-related peptide and substance P and bradykinin) in CRPS can lead to varying degrees of persistent edema, vasodilation, temperature changes and probably hyperhidrosis.\textsuperscript{34,40} This points toward facilitated neurogenic inflammation in CRPS.

Concurrently, inflammatory mediators (e.g., cytokines), growth factors, catecholamines and autoantibodies are thought to contribute to trophic changes (e.g., activation of keratinocytes, fibroblasts or osteocytes) and sensitize peripheral nociceptors in the affected limb.\textsuperscript{34,41} Consequently, this can induce phenomena such as movement-related pain and heat hyperalgesia. Some mediators (e.g., growth factors, cytokines and centrally released neuropeptides from primary afferents) can also sensitize second-order neurons in the spinal cord, resulting in both skin and deep-tissue hyperalgesia and allodynia. If CRPS is treated unsuccessfully during this inflammatory phase, the prolonged inflammation and nociceptive activity could lead to peripheral nerve damage, causing loss of function and cortical reorganization of the brain in some patients.\textsuperscript{34,42} Associated symptoms are non-dermatomal sensory deficits, disturbances of the body perception, neglect-like phenomena, motor symptoms like dystonia or tremor and central sympathetic changes leading to the cold skin.\textsuperscript{34,43}

Apart from the neurogenic inflammation, recent studies have also provided supporting evidence for a role of neuroinflammation in CRPS.\textsuperscript{44,45} Neuroinflammation refers to inflammation that occurs within the central/peripheral nervous system which is primarily characterized by glial cell activation that can further lead to the increased production of chemokines and pro-inflammatory cytokines.\textsuperscript{46} Furthermore, it has been suggested that neuroinflammation can be caused by increased neuronal activity of primary afferent nerve fibers and/or higher-order neurons.\textsuperscript{46,47} Neuroinflammation could also be responsible for the transition from acute to chronic pain as well as for the maintenance of chronic pain in CRPS.\textsuperscript{46}

Current concepts in preclinical and clinical studies

Based on the ongoing understanding of CRPS pathophysiology, the following section will provide an overview of current findings regarding the CRPS mechanisms and potential treatment targets identified from preclinical (n = 16) and clinical (n = 8) CRPS studies (Table 1). Included preclinical CRPS studies mainly

### Table 1. Summary of molecular and cellular mechanisms that may contribute to CRPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Supporting pattern of findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflammatory factors</strong></td>
<td>Increased proinflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α, MPO, NAGase,\textsuperscript{47} and interleukin-1 in CRPS\textsuperscript{49}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced anti-inflammatory cytokines including interleukin-10\textsuperscript{44}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased systemic levels of proinflammatory neuropeptides including CGRP, substance P\textsuperscript{56} and bradykinin\textsuperscript{52}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glial cell activation and central sensitization\textsuperscript{40–43}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autoimmunity</strong></td>
<td>Altered T cell system, Th17, Tregs and CD39 may be critical to the inflammatory activation seen in CRPS patients\textsuperscript{54–57}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased plasma T lymphocytes CD4\textsuperscript{+} and CD8\textsuperscript{+} and level of T cell activity in CRPS\textsuperscript{54–57}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animal post fracture model of CRPS found that IgM protein levels were elevated, and their serum had pronociceptive effects\textsuperscript{58}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genetic factors</strong></td>
<td>ERK1/2 cascade suggested to play a crucial role in mediating pain\textsuperscript{72–74}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cerebral expression of Nfkb may have implications for CRPS\textsuperscript{75}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TNF, tumor necrosis factor; CGRP, calcitonin gene related peptide; MPO, myeloperoxidase; NaGase, N-acetyl-β-glucosaminidase; NFκ, nuclear factor kappa; ERK, extracellular signal regulated kinase.
Inflammatory and pain mechanisms

CRPS type I is commonly caused by ischemia/reperfusion injury, which also forms the basis for CRPS induction in the CPIP model. Consequently, the CPIP model has been used to investigate the mechanisms/mediators involved in CRPS-related pain and inflammation, as well as the effectiveness of treatment compounds for these mediators.

In a rat CPIP model, Klafke et al. found that acute phase (day 1) CRPS was characterized by cell infiltration (increased tumor necrosis factor-α, TNF-α; myeloperoxidase, MPO; and N-acetyl-β-D-glucosaminidase, NAGase), cytokine and lactate production, increased levels of oxidative substances, and cold and mechanical allodynia. The chronic phase (day 14) indicated increased oxidative stress and hypersensitivity to mechanical and cold stimuli. Furthermore, treatment with a transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) channel antagonist (HC-030031) reduced allodynia in a dose dependent manner for up to 24 hours, whereafter follow-up treatment did not demonstrate an analgesic effect. Although the PX-12 drug did not show long lasting analgesic effects, the HIF-1α inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) and pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin-1 beta; IL-1β) were observed. The PX-12 drug reduced allodynia in a dose dependent manner for up to 24 hours, whereafter follow-up treatment did not demonstrate an analgesic effect. Although the PX-12 drug did not show long lasting analgesic effects, the HIF-1α inhibitor can be considered as a potential treatment target for the reduction of inflammatory cytokines and producing anti-allodynia analgesia.

Additionally, several clinical studies have investigated the role of the immune system and T-cells in the onset and maintenance of CRPS. One study showed that plasma of CRPS patients had statistically significant elevated levels of sIL-2R as compared to healthy controls, indicating increased T-cell activity in CRPS patients. Heyn et al. showed that CRPS patients, compared to healthy controls, has an altered T-cell system (Th17, Tregs and CD39) with decreased numbers of pro-inflammatory Th17 cells, an increased proportion of CD39+ Tregs, and almost unchanged systemic cytokine levels. Suggesting that the decrease in Th17 cells in CRPS is regulated by an increase in CD39+ Tregs and that this anti-inflammatory T-cell shift may be a mechanism to control inflammation in CRPS.

A recent mass cytometry study has shown that chronic CRPS is associated with increased numbers of circulating central memory T lymphocytes (CD4+ and CD8+). Particularly, type 1 helper T lymphocyte (Th1) and regulatory T lymphocyte (Treg) CD4+ subsets showed significant increases in number and increased NFκB signaling. Decreased numbers of activated myeloid dendritic cells (CD1c+) were observed in the peripheral circulation, indicative of tissue trafficking and involvement in T lymphocyte activation. These results may indicate ongoing inflammation and cellular damage in CRPS. In a follow-up study, the authors found that reduced IL-37 and tryptophan, and increased Tregs, CD8+ T cells and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor may be critical to the inflammatory activation seen in CRPS patients.

Neuroinflammatory mechanisms

To gain a further understanding of the acute and chronic CRPS phases, Cropper et al. used positron emission tomography (PET) to noninvasively track molecular processes in a mouse TFM. They used a translocatorprotein-18 kDa (TSPO) PET tracer, 18F-GE-180, to monitor peripheral and central inflammatory responses over 20 weeks. Increased peripheral inflammation was observed 2 days after fracture and lasted for up to 7 weeks. Centralized inflammation was seen in the spinal cord and brain at 7 and 21 days after injury. Moreover, immunofluorescent staining of spinal cord tissue confirmed TSPO expression in microglia (CD11b+) at 7 days, whereas at baseline and week 7, TSPO was restricted to endothelial cells (PECAM11). This suggests that there is an early and persistent involvement of peripheral myeloid cells (e.g. macrophages) at the injury site, whereas transient central microglial activation was observed in the acute phase of CRPS. Microglial activation in the acute phase of CRPS is consistent with another animal study.

Glia cells have been identified as one of the major causes of central sensitization and considered to play a role in the cause of chronic stage CRPS. Acute
(3 weeks post-fracture) intrathecal treatment with interleukin-10 (IL-10), a potent anti-inflammatory cytokine, was administered in a mouse TFM to prevent the transition from acute to chronic stage CRPS. IL-10 treatment only had an anti-allodynic effect in the acute stage of CRPS, however, it did not prevent transition to the chronic stage. It is thought that the anti-allodynic effects of IL-10 might be due to modulation of microglia activation, and the decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokines and neurokinin 1 (NK1) receptors in the spinal cord of the TFM. Additionally, a rat TFM, treated with LY303870 (NK1 receptor antagonist) 4 weeks after fracture, showed partial reversal of spinal glial activation and nociceptive sensitization. However, treatments with minocycline (anti-inflammatory drug) and L-2-aminoadipic acid (LLA, astrocyte toxin/inhibitor), started 4 weeks post fracture, only partially reversed allodynia and unweighting in the fractured limb.

Furthermore, a pilot CRPS patient study, using 11C-(R)-PK11195 PET and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) identified that central neuronal metabolites are also correlated with neuroinflammation. Elevated neuroinflammation levels in CRPS seems to be primarily associated with lipids in the brain, which could be caused by microglia increase. High levels of glucose and pH correlated with increased neuroinflammation, whereas high levels of CO2, basophil, and creatinine were associated with decreased neuroinflammation in the brains of CRPS patients. Moreover, interactions between central and peripheral metabolites in CRPS patients were distinct from those in healthy individuals, possibly supporting disrupted homeostasis between central and peripheral metabolites. This could result from neuroinflammation and immune system dysfunction, emphasizing that a better understanding of peripheral biomarkers and metabolites are needed to understand CRPS pathophysiology.

Autoimmunity

Apart from the neuroinflammatory mechanism, there is also a growing amount of evidence that supports autoimmunity in CRPS. A mouse TFM showed that functional neuropeptide signaling (substance P and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)) contributed to development of post-fracture nociceptive sensitization and deposition of immunoglobulin M (IgM) autoantibodies in the skin, sciatic nerve and spinal cord. Moreover, increased numbers of Langerhans cells (LC) were observed in the skin of fracture mice and early (average duration 9.4 weeks) CRPS patients, whereas decreased LCs were found in the skin of chronic (average duration 5.5 years) CRPS patients. LC increases in mice were reduced in neuropeptide signaling-deficient animals and unexpectedly, nociceptive sensitization after fracture in LC-deficient mice was normal. Suggesting that LCs are not required for the development of nociceptive changes after fracture despite their activation by neuropeptides.

In a follow up study, they found that IgM protein levels were elevated in the skin of fractured TFM mice (3 weeks post-fracture) and that their serum had pronociceptive effects when transferred to mice lacking B cells. Pharmacological disruption of T follicular helper (Tfh)-B cell interactions in fracture mice, using Tfh signaling inhibitor (FK506), impaired germinal center reactions, reduced IgM accumulation in the injured limb, reduced nociceptive sensitization, and no pronociceptive serum effects could be transferred to fractured mice deficient of B cells. Consequently, demonstrating that TFM induces an adaptive autoimmune response characterized by popliteal lymph node germinal center formation and Tfh cell dependent B cell activation that results in nociceptive sensitization within 3 weeks.

Genetic effects

Recently, two studies investigated differentially regulated genes (DEGs) in a CPIP rat model to determine which genes are relevant to pain and neuroinflammation mechanisms in CRPS. Compared to the sham group (same CPIP procedure without perfusion block), DEG profiles in the ipsilateral dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and ipsilateral spinal cord dorsal horn (SCDH) showed significant gene changes, some well-established in the inflammation and pain processes. In the ipsilateral SCDH, rats also showed significant activation of microglia and astrocytes.

Furthermore, a gene ontology (GO) analysis showed that upregulated genes in DRGs in the CPIP vs sham groups, were mostly involved in response to lipopolysaccharide, inflammation, G-protein coupled receptor binding, cytokine activity, and neuropeptide signaling. Whereas upregulated genes in the SCDH of CPIP vs sham group were related with inflammation and innate immune response, defense response to virus, positive regulation of T-cell proliferation and Toll-like receptor signaling pathway. Additionally, the GO analysis showed
that the ERK1/2 cascade, suggested to play a crucial role in mediating pain, was also among the significantly enriched pathways of upregulated genes in the DRGs.70 These results suggest that neuroinflammation in both the DRG and SCDH could be a predominant process in CRPS pathophysiology.70,71

In another study, Nahm et al. investigated the involvement of the central nervous system in the development and maintenance of CRPS.75 Cerebral expression of NFκB was found to be increased in the CPIP animal model, implementing that a minor peripheral injury can affect the brain which may also have implications for CRPS.75 Although the role of NFκB in CRPS pathogenesis is unclear, its increased expression in the cerebrum might play a role in the pathogenesis of pain in the CPIP model and human CRPS.

Additionally, DEGs identified in the blood samples from 4 CRPS patients revealed that HLA-DQβ1, HLA-DRB4, and HLA-DRB1 genes from the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) family were most significantly differentially expressed.76 These genes may present potential biomarkers for the diagnosis of CRPS. Furthermore, protein-protein interaction network analysis revealed that key genes, namely region 1A binding protein p300, CREB-binding protein, signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)3, and STAT5A may be important in the development of CRPS. This study also provides additional evidence supporting the hypothesis that neuro-autoimmunity plays an important role in CRPS pathogenesis.

Neuromodulation and inflammation

Kriek et al. recently investigated whether SCS treatment had immunomodulatory properties. Blister fluid of CRPS patients after SCS showed a decreased expression of both anti- and pro-inflammatory cytokines over time in the CRPS affected limb as well as the contralateral limb. The chemokine levels of IP-10 and Eotaxin, and the growth factors VEGF and PDGFBB were also reduced bilaterally over time. This diminished effect could possibly be due to improved peripheral tissue oxygenation after the reduction of anti-angiogenic activity of IP-10, resulting in diminished endothelial dysfunction and improved blood flow. Furthermore, before and after SCS, there were no significant changes in IL-6 and TNF-α in the affected extremity compared to the contralateral extremity. Overall, improved sudomotor, vasomotor, and sensory signs/symptoms were observed after SCS.77 This corresponded to the findings of a previous CRPS patient study which also examined blister fluid of CRPS patients and found bilaterally increased proinflammatory TNF-a and MIP-1b and decreased anti-inflammatory IL-1RA protein levels compared to non-CRPS patients. After undergoing 6 months of analgesic treatment, the protein levels of all measured cytokines in CRPS patients, except for IL-6, significantly changed bilaterally to the level of non-CRPS patients.78

Similar to SCS, limited information is available on the immunomodulatory properties of targeted DRGS which has also been shown to suppress pain and improve the functional capacity in CRPS patients.16 A recent preliminary clinical trial detected increased peripheral concentrations of pro-inflammatory molecular mediators in CRPS patients.16 After 3 months of unilateral L4-DRGs, serum anti-inflammatory IL-10 significantly decreased while saliva oxytocin concentrations increased in CRPS subjects, with significant improvement noted in neuropathic pain and functional impairment.16 In a follow-up study, using blood samples from L4-DRGS treated CRPS patients, the authors aimed to determine the gene expression changes in the whole transcriptome.20 The gene expression profile revealed several significantly up- and down-regulated genes that were involved in immune-inflammatory circuits that could indicate a possible relation to the pathophysiology of CRPS. However, further research is needed to determine how L-4 DRGS influences the pathophysiology of CRPS. Larger biobank approaches are necessary to establish a genetic phenotype for CRPS patients.

Discussion

In this narrative review we assessed the main findings of 16 preclinical and 8 clinical studies that highlighted current developments in CRPS pathophysiological research. As previously confirmed, CRPS is a heterogenous pain syndrome with various clinical presentations that change over time.34 Typically, the acute and chronic phases of CRPS are characterized by the activation of different inflammatory mechanisms and cellular processes, however the exact role and progression of these processes are not fully understood.58 These characteristics make CRPS particularly difficult to treat and therefore current research is still driven to gain a better understanding of the pathophysiology of the disease.34 Most studies reviewed here, seems to provide increasing evidence and support for a role of inflammation and neuroinflammation in CRPS pathophysiology.

A CPIP model study, identified that the acute phase showed mainly inflammatory and oxidative stress-related detectable parameters, whereas the chronic phase revealed increased levels of oxidative by-products which could contribute to continuous nociceptive activation.50 Furthermore, TRPA1, BK receptors and HIF-1α has been identified as alternative treatment targets for the management of CRPS pain and inflammation.49,50,53 Several clinical studies have also highlighted that the immune system and T-cells are critical components in the pathophysiology of CRPS.
patients.54–57 This is consistent with the findings in a neuropathic animal model and CRPS patients.79,80

Central inflammation was found to be present in the spinal cord and brain of a TFM and consistent with another animal study, microglial activation was observed in the acute phase of TFM-induced CRPS.58,60 Although glia cells has been implicated as a causes of chronic stage CRPS,56–59 treatment attempts of animal models with glial receptor antagonists (IL-10, LY303870) only reduced anti-allodynic effects in the acute stage but failed to prevent disease progression to the chronic stage.60,64

As a marker of glial activation, elevated myo-inositol or MI has been associated with neuropathic pain81,82 and CRPS.83 In the H-MRS CRPS patient study by Jung et al., MI was however not obviously related to the increase in neuroinflammation.44 Instead, they found positive correlations of Lipid (Lip)13a/total creatine (tCr) and Lip09/tCr with neuroinflammation in CRPS patients, which were not found in controls. High lipid levels may be a biomarker for underlying neuroinflammation in CRPS.44

Autoimmunity might also play a role in the development of CRPS.15 This has been demonstrated in a mouse TFM, which induced an adaptive autoimmune response characterized by popliteal lymph node germinal center formation and Th cell dependent B cell activation.68 Furthermore, neuropeptide signaling in the fractured limb of mice also seems to mediate autoantigenic IgM production and nociceptive sensitization.66 Autoreactive IgM might be a useful biomarker for CRPS cases with a strong immune contribution, whereas anti-substance P and anti-CGRP signaling strategies could reduce post-traumatic autoimmunity.

Based on the reviewed pathological mechanisms described here, and the role of neuroinflammation in CRPS, there seems to be a strong rationale for considering neurostimulation approaches to treat CRPS pain. Particularly since there is a growing understanding that all forms of pain are ultimately the result of interactions between central and peripheral properties of the nervous system, which in turn allows neurostimulation therapies to interact with inflammatory pain signaling.20 SCS and DRGS treatment have shown great success in the treatment of neuropathic-like pain in CRPS patients, however both preclinical and clinical literature on its potential immunomodulatory effects are scarce. Further research is needed to unravel the immunomodulatory mechanisms of action of SCS and DRGS, which could in future allow for personalized neurostimulation therapy.
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